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Background issue: to recur or not to recur
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“prosodic constituents of a same category are not nested” 
(Selkirk 1986:384; see also Nespor & Vogel 1986, 2007; 
Vogel 2009)

“Recursion consists of embedding a constituent in a constituent 
of the same type, for example a relative clause inside a relative 
clause... This does not exist in phonological structure.”
(Pinker & Jackendoff 2005:211)

“The rules that construct the phonological hierarchy are not 
recursive in nature, while the rules that construct the syntactic 
hierarchy are.” (Nespor & Vogel 2007:2)
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Lots of S-recursion in practice, e.g.,

“the stem-level phonology of English achieves 

exhaustive footing by means of adjunction” 

(Bermúdez-Otero 2018b:127)

cf.
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S-recursion is simple enough when 

it’s one-sided (Bermúdez-Otero 2018b)
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S-recursion is less determined when it’s two-sided

(see also Ito & Mester 2009b; Kabak & Revithiadou 2009; 

Vogel 2012; Golston 2021; etc.)
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S-recursion has long been used for exceptional medial 

aspiration (Withgott 1982) and for exceptions to Withgott’s 

Paradox (lots by Jensen, Davis, and Bermúdez-Otero)
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S-recursion is also 

invoked for prosodic 

morphology

(Davis 2005; cf. 

McCarthy 1982b)



“... the strict layering doctrine is ... confronted with the ... problem: 

“Too much structure”. In order to fulfill strict layering, 

representations have to be padded to fill every layer, leading to the 

positing of categories emptied of their intrinsic meaning. …

— a [Japanese] form like anime is structured as [ω (f σ̆σ̆) σ̆], with an 

unfooted last syllable directly dominated by ω, not as [ω (f σ̆σ̆)(“f” σ̆)], 

with a degenerate second foot “f”, or as [ω (F (f σ̆σ̆) σ̆)], with a 

superordinate “superfoot” F.”  (Ito & Mester 2009:147)
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Exception that proves the exhaustive footing rule?

(cf. Ito & Mester 2009b; Goldsmith 2011)
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Using w recursion instead

(Ito & Mester 2009b)



Using Clitic or Composite Group κ instead

(Nespor & Vogel 1986; Hayes 1989; Vogel 2009; et seq.)
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Using κ instead to model the Withgott effect 

as compound-like structures
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S-recursion used for contrastive footing elsewhere — to 

capture the absence vs. absence of velar assimilation

(Bermúdez-Otero 2015; 2018)

cf.



Using κ instead – again, assuming compound-like structures
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“The “too little structure” problem arises because strict 

layering caps the maximum depth of prosodic trees at n,    

where n is the number of categories in the prosodic hierarchy.”     

(Ito & Mester 2009:147)
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“This led to a proliferation of categories (“clitic group”, 

“intermediate phrase”, “accentual phrase”, “minor phrase”, …). 

With each new category, any hope of substantiating the 

hierarchy as a truly universal one receded further into the 

distance.” (ibid.)

“While it clearly does not have the degree of recursivity seen 

in syntax, ... the theory widely overshoots its mark by ruling 

out all recursivity whatsoever.” (ibid.)
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w-recursion with proclitics

(Ito & Mester 2009; 2010; etc.)

cf.
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Compounds and 
clitics with w

recursion

(Ito & Mester 
2009a, b, 2021)

Note that there is 
indeterminacy 

about which clitic 
gets priority
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Compounds and clitics with 
Clitic or Composite Group κ

(Nespor & Vogel 1986; Hayes 
1989; Vogel 2009; et seq.)
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w-recursion with enclitics

and all Level II suffixes

(Inkelas 1989; McCarthy 

1993; Selkirk 1995; etc.)

cf. Composite Group κ 

in Vogel (2009 et seq.)
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“There is a clear difference in phrasing between such 
word+enclitic collocations and stem+level II suffix 
combinations… visit it and draw it are extended 
prosodic word structures, whereas visited and drawing
are prosodified as single (nonextended) prosodic words” 
(Ito & Mester 2009b:252) 

See also Sherer (1994), Raffelsiefen 
(2005), Bermúdez-Otero (2011), etc.
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w-recursion with consonant-

initial Level II suffixes

(Sherer 1994; Raffelsiefen 2005; etc.)

cf. Composite Group κ 
in Vogel (2009 et seq.)
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κ = Clitic or Composite Group (CG)
(Nespor & Vogel 1986; Hayes 1989; Vogel 2009; et seq.) 

w = Prosodic or Phonological Word (PW)
(McCarthy 1993; cf. Sherer 1994, Raffelsiefen 2005)

y = Prosodic Stem or PStem (PS)
(Downing 1998, 1999, etc.; Downing & Maxwell 2020)
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κ = Clitic or Composite Group (CG)
(Nespor & Vogel 1986; Hayes 1989; Vogel 2009; et seq.) 

w = Prosodic or Phonological Word (PW)
(McCarthy 1993; cf. Sherer 1994, Raffelsiefen 2005)

y = Prosodic Stem or PStem (PS)
(Downing 1998, 1999, etc.; Downing & Maxwell 2020)
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Nuthin’ but a ‘G’ Thang
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Superheavy-final stems are now possible ω-internally, e.g.

(The s’s are probably resyllabified as onsets. Resyllabification is definitely 
blocked at the left edge of ψ and ω, but uncertain about the right edge of ψ.)



‘Monongahela’ reanalyzed as a pseudocompound
which I define as a w with more than one y
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Withgott effect reanalyzed 
with pseudocompounds
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This is a better solution because the first y is
no longer expected to show w-final boundary 
lengthening effect (cf. Sproat 1993 above)
[Thanks to Ricardo Bermúdez-Otero for valuable discussion on this point]
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Pseudocompound solution for 
prosodic-morphological patterns, too
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Again, this is a better solution because the first y
is no longer expected to show w-final boundary 
lengthening effect (cf. Sproat 1993 above)



Proposal: English systematically creates 
pseudocompounds to avoid stem-medial stress lapses
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Withgott’s paradox disappears if words with medial lapses are in fact 
phonological pseudocompounds:

[[Ma⃰ni]y[towoc]y]w cf. [[a⃰pple]w[cake]w]κ

[[Na⃰vra]y[tilov⃰a]y]w cf. [[a⃰pple]w[pıe⃰]w]κ

I suggest that long words are broken up in this way to avoid y-internal stress 
lapses: *[Ma⃰nitowoc]y, *[Na⃰vratilov⃰a]y

*LAPSE (Elenbaas 1999; Kager 2003; Gordon 2002:502; Alber 2005:500; cf. 
Selkirk’s 1984 ‘Anti-Lapse Filter’)
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English phonology is much more tolerant of adjacent unstressed 
syllables across stems (Selkirk 1996:195)

 *LAPSE/y >> *LAPSE/w, MATCH-WORD
                 ↓

“Assign one violation for every lexical word in the syntactic 
component that does not stand in a correspondence relation 
with a prosodic word in the phonological component”

(Elfner 2012, p. 241; see also Weir 2012, p. 111; Bennett et al. 
2015, p. 34)
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Pseudocompounding may represent an Anglo-Saxon style 
nativizing process

“English has basically two types of word — the familiar 
homely sounding and typically very short words …       and 
the more learned, foreign-sounding and characteristically 
rather long words” (Quirk 1974, p. 138)
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Highlight: Heretofore intractable Luxipalilla problem

(Pater 2000:269; Collie 2007:319–326)

Why can’t heavy-initial words like Luxipalilla, Hardecanute, 
Hōnokaōpe, etc. be footed *[(Lùx)(ìpa)(lílla)], *[(Hàr)(dèca)(núte)], 
etc.?

Perhaps because a lapse-breaking internal y-boundary intervenes 
in such cases: [[Lùxi]y[palílla]y]w, [[Hàrde]y[canúte]y]w

Observe the y-initial allophony here, too: ...[ph]alílla, ...[kh]anúte



Envoi: If English systematically creates pseudocompounds 

to avoid stem-medial stress lapses, does it do the same to 

avoid stem-medial stress clashes?
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Northern (Canadian) Raising (Bermudez-Otero 2019) and Southern Raising 
(Moreton 2016) may be blocked by stem boundaries as well as in stress clash 
contexts, e.g., 

titanic ‘titan-like’, but more often ‘awesome, enormous’   
citation ‘act of citing’, but more often ‘quotation/commendation/

summons’    
Very tentative proposal: the stress clash is removed by pseudocompounding
but this may be blocked if the to-be-split stem is too transparent:

“cyclic overapplication [of Southern Raising] cases  

typology ‘study of types’  also  ‘study of crosslinguistic variation’    
Hittitology ‘study of Hittite’” (Bermudez-Otero 2019:9) 



Canadian English (Barber 2004)
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In spite of its stress/accent clash, the prosodic stem 
of typhoidal is preserved (cf. typhoid), so Canadian 
Raising applies normally.
The stress/accent clash in typhoon and tycoon is 
resolved by pseudocompounding, which blocks 
Canadian Raising. 
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Envoi deux: We can 
now also happily 
differentiate 
proclitics vs. stem-
like prefixes


